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ecember 1, 2006, is a date that changed the world of litigation for judges and lawyers alike. You didn’t notice the
earth shaking? Maybe we didn’t feel anything because
those tremors
are1,only
now
in the court
re- of litiecember
2006,
is manifesting
a date that changed
the world

D

porting world.
gation for judges and lawyers alike. You didn’t notice the
On that
date,
amendments
Federal
of because
earth
shaking?
Maybe to
wethe
didn’t
feel Rules
anything
Civil Procedure1 were adopted
to
accommodate
a
relatively
new
form
of
evithose tremors are only now manifesting in the court redence not contemplated when
the original
porting
world.rules were first enacted. This rule
has changed the definition of “original
document”
and established
a new
class Rules of
On that
date, amendments
to the
Federal
1
of evidence,
commonly
“electronically
stored informawerereferred
adoptedto
toas
accommodate
a relatively
new form of eviCivilmost
Procedure
tion,” “ESI,”
or “e-discovery.”
It encompasses
not only
document
images
andThis rule
dence
not contemplated
when the original
rules
were first
enacted.
digital photos
but alsothe
filedefi
formats
used
in our everyday
lives. a new class
has changed
nitioncommonly
of “original
document”
and established
Indeed,
preceding
the adoption
of the
FRCP amendments,
of immediately
evidence, most
commonly
referred to
as “electronically
stored informaU.S. District
Judge
Shira
A.
Scheindlin
of
the
Southern
District
of New York
tion,” “ESI,” or “e-discovery.” It encompasses not
only document
images and
wrote an digital
article photos
for the Federal
Association’s
Camera,lives.
but also Judges
file formats
commonlynewsletter,
used in ourIneveryday
“Every reader
of thisimmediately
article knows
that on December
1, 2006,
Federal
Indeed,
preceding
the adoption
of the the
FRCP
amendments,
Rules of Civil
Procedure
will
embrace
the
21st
century
world,
where
95 perU.S. District Judge Shira A. Scheindlin of the Southern District
of New York
cent of records
electronically
stored
and all discovery
is now
wrote are
an article
for the created
Federal and
Judges
Association’s
newsletter,
In Camera,
e-discovery.”2
“Every reader of this article knows that on December 1, 2006, the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure will embrace the 21st century world, where 95 perNative cent
Format
and Metadata
of records are electronically created and stored and all discovery is now
Still, what’s
the
big
e-discovery.”2deal? Why not just print out a computer file and attach
an exhibit sticker to it? In fact, such a scenario is addressed in Federal Rule of
Evidence 1001(3), which states, in part, “If data are stored in a computer or
similar device,
anywhat’s
printout
other
by sight,
to reflect
Still,
theorbig
deal?output
Why readable
not just print
out ashown
computer
file and attach
the data accurately,
is
an
‘original.’”3
an exhibit sticker to it? In fact, such a scenario is addressed in Federal Rule of
However,
a true1001(3),
original ESI
document
actually
exists
thestored
form in
Evidence
which
states, in
part, “If
datainare
in which
a computer or
it was created,
also
known
as
“native
format,”
such
as
the
.doc
file
for
a
Micro- to reflect
similar device, any printout or other output readable by sight, shown
soft Wordthe
document.
Embedded
these3 native files is information called
data accurately,
is anwithin
‘original.’”
metadata that
are not accessible
on the
of a actually
native file.
However,
a true original
ESIprintout
document
exists in the form in which
This embedded
information
canas
be“native
invaluable
in proving
knewfile
what
it was created,
also known
format,”
such aswho
the .doc
for a Microwhen or insoft
authenticating
ESI. For
example,
metadata
a Word
Word document.
Embedded
within
theseassociated
native fileswith
is information
called
documentmetadata
could include
date
the file on
was
the authat arethe
not
accessible
thecreated,
printoutthe
of identity
a nativeof
file.
thor, and theThis
dateembedded
the file was
last saved.can
(See
figure on page
38 for who
an exinformation
be invaluable
in proving
knew what
ample.) Inwhen
the case
of
an
e-mail
message
in
its
native
format,
metadata
or in authenticating ESI. For example, metadata associatedcan
with a Word
reflect thedocument
date and could
time the
e-mailthe
was
sent,
and opened,
as wellof the auinclude
date
thereceived,
file was created,
the identity
as who received
blind
carbon
copies.
Spreadsheet
metadata
would
reveal
thefor an exthor, and the date the file was last saved. (See figure on page 38
formulae ample.)
underlying
calculated
cells.
Now
imagine
the
repercussions
of
being
In the case of an e-mail message in its native format, metadata can
able to use
relevant
evidentiary
information.
reflthis
ect potentially
the date and
time the
e-mail was
sent, received, and opened, as well
Put another
attorney
and
technologist
Craig Ball, Esq.,
stateswould
in dis-reveal the
as whoway,
received
blind
carbon
copies. Spreadsheet
metadata
cussing the
definition
of metadata:
“Metadata
discoverable
that our of being
formulae
underlying
calculated
cells.isNow
imagine evidence
the repercussions
clients are
obliged
preserve
and produce.
Metadata sheds
light on the oriable
to usetothis
potentially
relevant evidentiary
information.
gins, context,
authenticity,
reliability,
and
distribution
of
electronic
Put another way, attorney and technologist Craig Ball,evidence,
Esq., states in disas well ascussing
provides
to human
behavior.
It’s the electronic
equivalent
of that our
theclues
definition
of metadata:
“Metadata
is discoverable
evidence
DNA, ballistics,
and
fingerprint
evidence,
with
a
comparable
power
to
exonclients are obliged to preserve and produce. Metadata sheds light on the orierate andgins,
incriminate.”4
context, authenticity, reliability, and distribution of electronic evidence,

Native Format and Metadata

As more and more
attorneys use

As more and more
attorneys use
to establish
electronic evidence
their cases,
to establish
you may wonder,
their cases,
“How exactly
you may wonder,
should I mark that
The Federal Rule Amendments and ESI Production
“How
exactly
thumb drive?”
should I mark that
The Federal Rule Amendments and ESI Production
thumb drive?”
electronic evidence

as well as provides clues to human behavior. It’s the electronic equivalent of
DNA, ballistics, and fingerprint evidence, with a comparable power to exonAttorneys
are now4 grappling with ESI in producing documents.
erateand
andjudges
incriminate.”

Federal Rule 34(a)(1)(A) states, in part, that, “A party may serve on any other
party a request … to produce … any designated documents or electronically

stored information
— and
including
drawings,with
graphs,
photoAttorneys
judgeswritings,
are now grappling
ESI incharts,
producing
documents.
graphs, sound
images,
and in
other
compilations
—any other
Federalrecordings,
Rule 34(a)(1)(A)
states,
part,data
that,or“Adata
party
may serve on
stored in party
any medium
from
which
information
can
be
obtained
either
directly
a request … to produce … any designated documents or electronically
stored information — including writings, drawings, graphs, charts, photoJCR Contributing
Editor
Nancy
J. Hopp, RDR,
CRR, CMRS,
is the data
court reporter
for
graphs,
sound
recordings,
images,
and other
or dataliaison
compilations
—
CT Summation,
a
Wolters
Kluwer
business.
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author
wishes
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Merrill
Corporastored in any medium from which information can be obtained either directly
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ter a murder investigation, and the investigator
the point, how does one go about markor, if necessary, after translation by the
is far more interested in a DNA sample than a
ing such exhibits?
responding party into a reasonably usdriver’s license number. The crucial factor isn’t
able form.”5 In addition, Federal Rule
Unfortunately, the Federal Rule
burden. It’s relevance, assessed by those with
34(b)(1)(C)
thatafter
a production
ter a murder investigation, and the investigator
amendments
were
not
written
or, provides
if necessary,
translation bythethe
the point,
how
does
one gowith
about markknowledge and experience to recognize and
is far more interested in a DNA sample than
a
enough
specificity
to cover the nuts and
request “may
specifyparty
the form
responding
intoora forms
reasonablygauge
using such exhibits?
driver’s license number. The crucial factorbolts
isn’t of exhibit-marking.
in which able
electronically
informaatrelevance.10
addition,
Federal Rule
form.”5 Instored
Unfortunately,However,
the Federal
Rule
burden.
It’s relevance,
assessed
by those torneys
with
If
metadata
is
not
an
issue,
documents
tion is to be
produced.”6
and
judges
have
been
devising
34(b)(1)(C) provides that a production
amendments were not written with
the knowledge
and experience
to recognizevarious
and
can be produced
in image
formats, such
According
to “may
Federal
Rulethe
26(f)(3)
methods
for accommodating
request
specify
form or forms
enough specifi
city to cover the nuts and
10
gauge
relevance.
(C), “A discovery
plan
must state the
par- informaas .tiff, .jpeg, or .pdf. An image format is
ESI as deposition
and trial exhibits. However,
The
in which
electronically
stored
bolts of exhibit-marking.
atties’ views
andis proposals
on any6 issues
following torneys
are a few
anecdotal
examples
essentially aIfpicture
of is
ESI.
metadata
notAmong
an issue,the
documents
tion
to be produced.”
and
judges have
been devising
advantages
documents
imabout disclosure
or discovery
of elecfrom thevarious
Merrill Corporation
how
According
to Federal
Rule 26(f)(3)
can of
beusing
produced
in imageinformats,
such
methods for ofaccommodating
theismarking
exhibitsand
is evolving.
tronically(C),
stored
information,
are the
ability
to redact,
to format
“A discovery
planincluding
must state theage
par- format
as .tiff,
.jpeg,
or .pdf.
An image
ESIofasESI
deposition
trial exhibits. The
the form ties’
or forms
which
it should
An attorney
brings
files onexamples
offer Bates-numbering,
andof
handling
viewsinand
proposals
onbeany issues
essentially a picture
ESI. Among• the
following
areelectronic
a few anecdotal
a
thumb
drive
and
electronically
pres- of how
produced.”7
In
additional,
Federal
Rule
documents
efficiency,
although
the
ESI
about disclosure or discovery of elecadvantages of using documents in imfrom the Merrill Corporation
34(b)(2)(E)(iii)
states,
“A
party
need
not
metadata
will
be
lost
in
the
conversion
ents
them
at
deposition.
The
thumb
tronically stored information, including
age format are the ability to redact, to
the marking of ESI exhibits is evolving.
process.
produce the
sameor
electronically
stored
drive is
andbrings
the court
re- files on
the form
forms in which
it should
be
offer Bates-numbering, and handling
• marked,
An attorney
electronic
information
in more 7than
one
form.”8
porter
is
instructed
to
print
the
docuIn
contrast,
native
files
allow
one
to
produced.”
In additional, Federal Rule
documents efficiency, although the ESI
a thumb drive and electronically presdocument’s
metadata,
cost
less
Of necessity,
then, the
character
of needaccess
ments from
drive
to include
34(b)(2)(E)(iii)
states,
“A party
not a metadata
will
be lost in
the
conversion
entsthe
them
at and
deposition.
The thumb
“meet andproduce
confer” conferences
is chang- stored
these paper
exhibits
with the
original
to produce
than image files, and are
the same electronically
process.
drive
is marked,
and
the court re8
searchable
for
purposes.
If les
an allow
ESI one to
ing to accommodate
ESI
issues.
transcriptporter
and certified
copies.
It isthe docuinformation in
more
thanAttorone form.”
Inreview
contrast,
native fi
is instructed
to print
neys need toOf
know
from
the
outset
what
stipulatedments
that the
producing
attorney
document
mustabe
redacted, metadata,
however, cost less
necessity, then, the character
of
access
document’s
from
the drive
and to include
must retain
thepaper
original
thumb
drive.
type of information
will be most
helpful is changit first hastotoproduce
be converted
an image
“meet and confer”
conferences
than to
image
files, and are
these
exhibits
with
the original
The
index
page
of
the
transcript
in building
their
case
and
what
they
will
file.
ing to accommodate ESI issues. Attorsearchable for review purposes. If an ESI
transcript and certifiedbears
copies. It is
need to do
to need
provide
compelling
argu“Exhibits
Retained
by attorney
the notation
neys
to know
from the
outset what
document must be redacted, however,
stipulated
that the
producing
ESI
Exhibit-Marking
Counsel.”
ments fortype
their
preferred
form
of
proof information will be most helpful
it first has to be converted to an image
must retain the original thumb drive.
• A CD containing
Excel
duction, in
because
most
buildingthey
theirwill
case
and likely
what theyScenarios
will
file.
The index
pagespreadsheet
of the transcript bears
have to live
with
whatever
form
is
agreed
files
is
marked
as
the
exhibit.
need to do to provide compelling arguthe notation official
“Exhibits
Retained by
So, bottom line, what does the prevaon and produced.
information
The other
counsel have the same
ments for Indeed,
their preferred
form of proCounsel.”
technology
personnel
increasingly
playmost
a
lence of electronically stored informaspreadsheet
oncontaining
their own computduction,
because
they will
likely
• A CD
Excel spreadsheet
pivotal role
in these
tion mean for court reporters? More to
ers as well.
attorneyasshows
have
to livediscussions.
with whatever form is agreed
filesAn
is marked
the offithe
cial exhibit.
So, bottom line, what does the prevaon and produced. Indeed, information
The other counsel have the same
Harnessing
Metadata:
Here is an
lence of electronically stored informatechnology
personnel increasingly play a
spreadsheet
on their own computtion mean for court reporters? More to
pivotal of
roleRelevance
in these discussions.
ers asexample
An attorney
A Question
of well.
metadata
for the shows the
Microsoft Word
Not all document production redocumentHere
for this
is an example
quests, however, ask for files in native
article. You’ll
notice that
of metadata
for the
format. According to Ball, “You will nevit shows both
a creation
Microsoft
Word
er face the question
whether a file
has
Not allofdocument
production
redate and document
last modified
for this
metadataquests,
— all active
filesask
do. for
Instead,
however,
files in native
date, shows
who You’ll notice that
article.
the issues
are what
kinds of
format.
According
to metadata
Ball, “You will nevlast
saved it (me),
andboth a creation
it shows
exist, where
it resides,
and whether
it’s a file has
er face
the question
of whether
how
many times
I’ve
been
date
and
last modified
potentially
relevant—
such
it must
be Instead,
metadata
all that
active
files do.
in
the document
toshows
revisewho last
date,
preservedthe
andissues
produced.”9
are what kinds of metadata
it (16). saved it (me), and how
Ball provides
a helpful
analogy
exist, where
it resides,
and rewhether it’s
many times I’ve been in
garding the
judgment
of whether
useit must be
potentially
relevant
suchto
that
the document to revise
metadata:preserved and produced.”9
it (16).
Ball provides a helpful analogy reOnce we
understand
what metadata
exists
garding
the judgment
of whether
to use
and what it signifies, a continuum of reasonablemetadata:

ESI Exhibit-Marking
Scenarios

Harnessing Metadata:
A Question of Relevance

ness will inform our actions. A competent police
officer making a traffic stop is expected to collect
Once we understand what metadata exists
certain relevant information, such as the driver’s
and what it signifies, a continuum of reasonablename, address, vehicle license number, driver’s
ness will inform our actions. A competent police
license number and date, time and location of
officer making a traffic stop is expected to collect
offense. We wouldn’t expect the traffic officer to
certain relevant information, such as the driver’s
collect a bite mark impression, cheek swab, or

name, address, vehicle license number, driver’s
shoeprint from the driver. But make the matlicense number and date, time and location of
offense. We wouldn’t expect the traffic officer to
collect a bite mark impression, cheek swab, or
FORmake
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witness the document on the computer and gives a copy of the CD to

position exhibits.

The transcript
opposing counsel.
index indicates
• An attorney
shows
witnesson
anthe comthat theposition
originalexhibits.
witness
thethe
document
electronicputer
file containing
CD was retained
by
and givesphotographs
a copy of the CD to
The transcript
the
attorney.
and requests
that
the
court
reporter
opposing counsel.
index indicates

print, •
mark,
and include
In light that
of thethevariety
of apAn attorney
showswith
thethe
witness an
original
transcriptelectronic
any of thefiscreen
shots that
proaches used
these
examples,
the
le containing
photographs
CD in
was
retained
by
the witness
identify.that the court reporter
best practicethe
forattorney.
court reporters is to reandcan
requests

Wha
t
of el does th
e
ectro
infor
nical prevalen
m
a
t
ion m ly store ce
cour
d
t
the p reporte ean for
r
o
s
?
i
nt, h
go a
ow More
b
exhib out mar does onto
king
e
its?
such

the offer• An attorney
displays
theinclude
witnesswithquest
print,
mark,forand
the specific
In direction
light of from
the variety
of ap-taken if metadata is pivotal to document
in a case.
at the used
time ofinthe
proceedand opposing
counsel
transcript
any ofdocuments
the screen shotsing
thatattorney
proaches
these
examples,authentication
the
As
Ball
explains,
containedthe
on witness
a peripheral
drive
on
his
ing
on
how
electronic
exhibits
are
to
be
can identify.
best practice for court reporters is to renotebook
computer.
hard drive
is witness
marked, quest
copied,
and cdistributed.
Reci-the offertaken if metadata is pivotal to document
• An
attorneyThe
displays
for the
specifi
direction from
Proper authentication
evidence handling
marked as
an
exhibit,
and
the
productation
of
such
direction
on
the
record
in entails
a case.a sound
and opposing counsel documents
ing attorney at the time of the proceedchain-of-custody, even in civil matters. Metadata
ing attorney
retains
possession.
serves
a
two-fold
purpose:
(a)
preserving
As Ball explains,
contained on a peripheral drive on his
ing on how electronic exhibits are to be
functions as the tag attached to evidence in a potheisexhibit-handling
instructions
for lat• Exhibits on
CD arecomputer.
introduced,
notebook
Theand
hard drive
marked, copied,
and distributed.
Recilice property room. The preservation of a file’s
er reference
andof(b)such
protecting
the on
court
a description
of as
theanCD
contents
is producProper evidence handling entails a sound
marked
exhibit,
and the
tation
direction
the record
external system metadata, in particular its name,
read into ing
the attorney
record. The
CD possession.
jacket is
reporter from
claims
of inadvertent
chain-of-custody, even in civil matters. Metadata
retains
serves
a two-fold
purpose: spo(a) preserving
system origins and dates of creation, last access
functions as the tag attached to evidence in a pomarked•as
an exhibit.
Exhibits
on CD are introduced,liation.
and
the exhibit-handling instructions forand
lat-modification,
is as fundamental to meeting
lice property room. The preservation of a file’s
“Whoa.
a minute,”
you
might be the court
• An attorney
displays forofthe
a description
thewitness
CD contents is
erWait
reference
and (b)
protecting
chain of custody obligations as Bates numbering
external system metadata, in particular its name,
thinking.
“Inadvertent
spoliation?”
an Excel read
spreadsheet
loadedThe
fromCD
a jacket
into the record.
is
reporter from
claims of inadvertent or
spothe elements of the business records excepsystem origins and dates of creation, last access
CD. The court
reporter
marks
the
CD
tion — perhaps more important because metamarked as an exhibit.
liation.
and modification, is as fundamental to meeting
ESI
Evidence-Handling
and its•cover
as
an
exhibit.
The
attordata
is
so
fluid.
Fail to preserve metadata at the
An attorney displays for the witness
“Whoa. Wait a minute,” you might be
chain of custody obligations as Bates numbering
ney retains
possession
of
the
material.
earliest
opportunity,
and you may never be able
an Excel spreadsheet loaded from
a
thinking. “Inadvertent spoliation?”
Considerations
or the elements of the business records excepto replicate what was lost.11
The attorney
distributes
a
copy
of
the
CD. The court reporter marks the CD
tion — perhaps more important because metaBecause
exist
a relativeCD to theand
other
Before
leav-The attorTo add
to the
complexity of this disits counsel.
cover as an
exhibit.
datanative
is so flfiles
uid. Fail
to in
preserve
metadata at the
ESI
Evidence-Handling
ly
intangible
form
and
can
be
unknowcussion,
ESI
metadata
can
be
changed
ing the deposition,
the
court
reporter
earliest
opportunity,
and
you
may never be able
ney retains possession of the material.
Considerations
makes a copy
of the CDdistributes
cover bearing
ingly altered
— how
canwas
court
to replicate
what
lost.11reporters
The attorney
a copy ofeach
the time a native file is opened, saved,
or even copied;
special
care must be
the stickerCD
andtoincludes
with the dedistribute
such
To thus,
add to
the complexity
of thismark,
dis- reproduce,
Becauseand
native
files exist
in a relativethe otherit counsel.
Before leavcussion, ESI metadata can be changed
ly intangible form – and can be unknowing the deposition, the court reporter
each time a native file is opened, saved,
ingly altered — how can court reporters
makes a copy of the CD cover bearing
or
even
copied;
thus,
special
care
must
be
mark, reproduce, and distribute such
the
sticker
and
includes
it
with
the
deCONSIDERATIONS IN USING ESI AS EXHIBITS:
WHERE TO LEARN MORE
Native file format
• Preservation of metadata
IN USING ESI AS EXHIBITS:
• CostCONSIDERATIONS
reduction
• EaseNative
of review
file format
Image file format
• Preservation of metadata
• Cost reduction
• Redaction
• Trial presentation
• Ease of review
• Removal
Imageoffimetadata
le format
• Redaction
BEST PRACTICES FOR MARKING CDS
• Trial presentation
• Mark the disk
so it can be identified without its
• Removal of metadata

• American Bar Association, Legal Technology Resource Center,

cover.

• Use a special
or DVD marker
(available from
BEST CD
PRACTICES
FOR MARKING
CDS
Sanford,• Sharpie,
Bic,
and
Mark the
disk
so others).
it can be identified without its

• Allow the ink
to dry before handling further so that
cover.
the ink doesn’t
• Use asmear.
special CD or DVD marker (available from
• Don’t use aSanford,
sticker, because
it can
detach
and gum
Sharpie, Bic,
and
others).
up a computer
• Allowdrive.
the ink to dry before handling further so that
• Request that
attorney describe the CD
thethe
inkpresenting
doesn’t smear.
contents• on
the use
record.
Don’t
a sticker, because it can detach and gum
• Consider making
a photocopy
up a computer
drive.of the marked disk to
include •with
paperthat
exhibits.
Request
the presenting attorney describe the CD
contents on the record.
• Consider making a photocopy of the marked disk to
include with paper exhibits.

Litigation and Courtroom Technology Information Center:
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/courttech.html
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• Law Technology
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Barwww.lawtechnologynews.com
Association, Legal Technology Resource Center,
• Litigation Support
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www.litigationsupporttoday.com
Litigation
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a lot of big firms lock down the laptops
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